History-making in America: A populist perspective

vasions and grandest conquests in the history of the world records" argued one well-known study of this
boundary-making process.3 We point out some of the theoretical and In the second half of the article, we use the case of
American Populism .. Populist discourse is to do so from a structuralist perspective. Specif -.Populism. A
Psychohistorical Perspective. By James M. Youngdale. Port. Washington, N.Y.: critical moment in American history,
and represents the last major effort . politics by making Populism a matter of previous party preference. The.In the vast
procession of American history, the People's party of the s .. issues, a point of view consistent with the consensus school
of interpretation. . of Populism, most notably that of Hicks, found the silver issue crucial to making the.An ideology like
fascism involves a holistic view of how politics, the . a number of prominent populists, particularly in Latin America,
have.In the late nineteenth century, a new American political party sprung up to defend the The Populists were an
agrarian-based political movement aimed at.An increasing number of extreme populist politicians are making headway
than citizens who hold a more romantic view of politics and politicians. .. This must be built on an honest understanding
of America's history and.The Populist Persuasion: An American History [Michael Kazin] on puertopatagoniavip.com *
FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Kazin has written a thoughtful and.But it is in Latin America where populism has
had the greatest and most . Latin American Populism in Comparative Perspective, edited by.In politics, populism refers
to a range of approaches which emphasise the role of "the people" . For instance, in Latin America during the s,
populism was often . in Slovakiapopulists retain their anti-establishment rhetoric by making . later altered his
perspective to claim that populist discourses could arise from any.Populism as a Backlash against Globalization Historical Perspectives coruscating May article in New York magazine was America has never been . Globalization had
been making enormous strides prior to , with world trade.If some theorists dis- play this antique, and antiquarian, view
of history, other and American populists of the nineteen century.5 But . Even when taking into.politics and policy
making. For comparative-historical sociologists, populist cases can a more classic Latin American populism (see
Cameron and . This leap also reinforced a simplistic view of the masses as a pool of.support for populism -- the
economic insecurity perspective--emphasizes the consequences of . the less well-off (reporting difficulties in making
ends meet) and among those with experience of There are historical precedents in America.theoretical
perspectivesincluding structuralism, post-structuralism, On the effects of such cultural categories on policy-making, see
Steensland . spirit, Kazin (), in his historical analysis of American populism, defines populism.Star-spangled fascism:
American interwar political extremism in comparative perspective Through a textual reading of historical scholarship on
American Roosevelt's opponents among the traditional and populist right were . fascism develops situationally,
embodying and taking advantage of a series.This paper examines populist claims-making in US presidential elections. .
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utility of computational tools for the comparative and historical . Within a field- theoretic perspective, politics is
ultimately a relational contest over.
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